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Overview, basic concepts and terms
 

map of efforts

forms of touch

verbal guidance 

body attention and
letting the body work 

How a person 

distributes effort and 

attention in his body 

and the imbalances 

that may result, as 

seen in the feet

      Touching the feet = 

   using 20 forms of touch  
 
to communicate with the 

foot and therefore the 

whole body, tailored to 

fit an individual client’s 

needs

Instructions for 

breathing, relaxation

and silence,and  paying 

attention to and focusing on 

the feet

• Teaching a client to shift 

awareness from mind to body

• A client letting his body work  

to rebalance itself as it needs

• Joining him with your own  

attention and energy to create a 

learning-teaching partnership

mapping shows how
 and where to touch

combined during a 
session to unify client’s

 body and mind

you guide the client to use his attention and
body awareness to recover well-being

Recuperation and recovery

Breaking free of harmful patterns

Enhanced well-being 

Long-lasting results

footwork A body-learning technique that aims to teach people how 
to use their natural abilities to recover, heal and improve 
their well-being.
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basic concepts

Map of Efforts
The topography of imbalances in the body as they appear in the feet                  

The map of efforts as appearing in the feet can be used 
to locate physical imbalances and patterns of an individual. 
We observe the map of efforts visually, as well as through 
touch and movement. The efforts appear in the tissue, 
tendons, bones and skin of the feet. The map of efforts 
gives you the possibility to locate individual physical 
imbalances and patterns through the feet and adapt your 
work accordingly in order to focus directly on what
bothers the body, allowing learning in the body that will 
achieve long lasting results. What the feet show us is not 
static; it changes according to changes in the body, and 
enables us to monitor those changes.

map 
of effots
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     The two feet together represent the whole body. 

     Each area of the foot corresponds to larger areas in the body. 

     We do not relate to organs and systems in terms of their functions, but 
     in terms of their location and the patterns of effort that may occur there.

Correspondences

This image demonstrates how the areas in the body correspond to the feet.

How the body relates to the feet
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 Ball of the foot       chest and upper back

 Arch       belly, mid-back and lower back

 Heel and ankle       lower back, pelvis and legs



map of efforts

Divisions
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 1Left foot        Left side of the body

Right foot        Right side of the body

Inside edges of the feet       Center of the body

Outside edges of the feet        Sides of the body



Mapping the feet
Observing, moving and touching the feet to discover signs of imbalance, excess 
or deficiency

When we map feet, we create a guide that shows us where 
the body needs us to focus our work, using the forms of 
touch and verbal guidance, specifically in those imbalanced 
areas, so the body can recuperate and recover in the most 
efficient way.   

mapping
the feet

     Every pair of feet is unique and individual.

     Do not compare a client’s feet to any other set of feet.

     Each foot in a pair is different from the other, so always map both feet.
         
     Feet are observed three-dimensionally – top and bottom, toe to heel, both  
     sides.      

     Certain physical activities, long periods of inactivity, and damage involving  
     the feet or legs may reduce the reliability of the map of efforts.
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Note: As you become proficient in mapping feet, you’ll map all three layers 
simultaneously. The division into three layers is for clarity and learning 
purposes only. 

Signs of imbalance can be observed:
 
      on the skin (Visual)
      in the mobility of the foot (Motile)
      in the texture and consistency of the tissue (Tactile)

The signs of imbalance you find in the feet show an excess or deficiency of 
energy and effort in the body. 

A balanced area on the feet indicates that the corresponding area in the body 
gets exactly the amount of attention and energy it needs.

visual 
mapping

tactile 
mapping

motile 
mapping

complete 
map of 
efforts



map of efforts

Visual mapping
Observing imbalances that appear on the skin and in the structure of the feet 

Visual signs in the feet are an expression of a pattern 
in the body that has been repeated or maintained long 
enough to create marks in the feet. Identifying these 
patterns and then working on the feet in the imbalanced 
areas will allow your client to become aware of specific
patterns, break free of them and let his body rebalance.   

visual 
mapping

Visual signs of imbalance

Excess effort where 
energy is trapped

     Dry, rough skin 

     Patches of dark skin

     Peeling, dry skin 

     Changes in bone structure

     Abnormal bone growth 

     Cracks

     Deep grooves – hard and dry

     Bent or raised toes

     Patches of pale skin 

     Peeling, moist skin

     Wrinkles 

     Delicate-looking skin

     Pale, thin skin with grooves, folds 

     Areas swollen with liquids

Deficient effort where 
energy is lacking
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HOW-TO
Visual mappingL1

     Have the list of visual signs of imbalance nearby to refer to while you   
     map.

     Choose one of the feet.

     Observe the heel/ankle area from all directions, looking for signs of 
     imbalance. 

     Repeat the above steps with the arch, ball of the foot and toes on the   
     same foot.
                              
     Move to the other foot and repeat the same procedure, starting with the  
     heel/ankle and working up to the toes in a thorough and systematic way. 
 
     Compare the feet to each other and note any differences.
 
     Pay attention to how everyone’s feet differ. 

You can practice by marking on the outline of the foot or not. Some people find 
it useful to do so and others do not. Choose what works for you. Use any kind 
of line, squiggle, circle or other shape that makes sense to you. Mark:

  

  

  

         
       
         
      

Marking an outline of the feet while mapping can be an effective learning tool. 

     

individual lines and 
grooves

areas that contain 
several lines

hard skin

  pale or dark 
  patches



  a client or practice partner

  a blank foot outline (optional) 

  list of visual imbalances (p. 09)

  How-to: Visual mapping (p. 10)

          visual mapping demonstration, and a mobile device to watch it     

  on while you train (optional)

map of efforts  
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TRAINING
Visual mappingL1

Instructions

Goal

Basic requirements

Train in becoming proficient at observing a pair of feet and mapping the 
relevant visual signs of imbalance.

  Observe the visual imbalances in both feet according to the list.

  Observe the correlation of areas in the feet with areas in the body; when     
  you look at specific areas, think of where they are in the body, so you      
  train yourself to see the body in the feet.

  Ask your client about any uncomfortable sensations in his body and see    
  if you find any correlation to the visual signs you found.

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-1/#997


Forms of Touch
The language of touching the feet, including moving them and applying 
pressure, in order to focus the body’s attention on the corresponding areas 

The forms of touch are a way to communicate with your 
client’s body, develop his attention and allow the body
to balance itself. You apply and adapt them to the areas 
of imbalance you find in the feet through mapping, to 
either release excess effort or energize deficiencies. 
They are applied in a personalized way to teach an 
individual through the feet. The forms of touch are like
letters in the alphabet that can be combined into words 
and sentences, and give us a rich way to communicate 
with our client’s feet and body.  

forms
of touch
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All the forms of touch are designed for the foot’s structure and mobility.

The two main types are:

      Touch with movement – moving the whole foot or parts of it. 
      
      Touch with pressure – pressing on specific points or smaller areas of the     
      foot. 

perform 
forms of

touch

body
works

intensively

body
rebalances

itself



     To prevent harming your fingers and hands, bend your fingers at the joints  
     and hold the client’s feet without excess effort. 

     Your touch should be firm, deep and accurate. This is what allows the body  
     to focus and work on imbalances.

 A touch that is too gentle and light will not provoke the body or   
 stimulate it to work intensively in a specific area. 
 
 Too much pain will cause the client to react and contract.
 
 Ask the client to tell you if the pain is too strong, and adapt your touch  
         accordingly.
 
 If the pain is strong but your client is able to relax and breathe with it, a  
 sensitive point will usually stop being sensitive after some time and the  
 sensation will transform into another sensation.

     Apply a form of touch from 15 seconds to 3 minutes. 

 Less than 15 seconds is not enough for the body to perceive or be   
 stimulated by the touch.
  
 More than 3 minutes is too much specific stimulation for the body to  
 receive in the same session, and may damage the tissue you’re   
 working on.
     

General instructions for forms of touch through movement:

     Start with a gentle movement and continue gently as long as nothing in the  
     area stops you.

     Pay attention to points of resistance in the range of motion. 
  
     If there is no pain, continue the movement until the resistance grows 
     consistently stronger.
  
     Continue until the resistance is very strong or the client contracts because                 
     it becomes too painful.

     Stop at the point where the movement reaches a natural “end” and it is not   
     possible to continue. 

forms of touch

.

 

 

General guidelines 
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By paying attention and not being afraid to move too much, you’ll be able to 
easily gauge how far you can move the foot and parts of it, without causing 
discomfort, but still reaching the limits of the movement. This will make the 
form of touch more effective. 

General instructions for forms of touch through pressure:

     Start applying pressure on a specific point in the foot, keeping your thumb     
     bent, and slowly entering into the tissue. 

     Touch deeply and don’t just stay on the skin.

     Remember the foot is very strong and can take an amazing amount of 
     pressure.

     Give a pressure that attracts the person’s attention but is not too intense as  
     to cause him to react or contract.

     Note the difference between applying pressure to areas of the foot that are    
     boney with little soft tissue and those that are more meaty.

     Sensitive points that appear on boney areas (like the toes or the  bones of  
     the ankle) do not need intense strong pressure.

People’s responses to pressure in the feet are different. For some, a light touch 
can be felt strongly and intensely. Others can take a great amount of pressure 
and simply experience it as a nice touch in the feet.

Note: in the specific descriptions for each form of touch, the “external” hand
is the hand that naturally touches the external side of the client’s foot; the 
“internal” hand is the hand that naturally touches the internal side of the 
client’s foot.



forms of touch  
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Focuses on the lower body – lower back, lower belly, pelvis and legs.

Note: If it hurts the client’s low back or knees, it’s best to stop.

Holding the legs from the ankles

 Done with both legs at the same time. 

 Hold each foot so the heel rests in the palm     
          of each hand, and lift the legs 2-4 inches 
 (5-10 cm) above the table. 

 Do this while standing and lean backwards 
 a little so your weight gently pulls on the   
 legs.

Moving the ankle 

Focuses on the lower back, lower belly, pelvis, hips and legs.

HOW-TO
7 forms of touchL1

Hold the heel of the foot strongly with the 
external hand, with the ankle in the palm of 
your hand.
 
Your other hand firmly holds the entire ball 
of the foot. Do not touch the toes.

Move the foot around the ankle. 

Rotate it in circles to the left and right

Move the foot backward and forward. 

Repeat with the other foot.
 

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-1/#1482
http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-1/#1432
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Focuses on the shoulders, neck and head. 

HOW-TO
7 forms of touch

Moving the big toe 

Hold the lower joint of the big toe with the 
thumb and index finger of your internal 
hand (left hand holds the left big toe, etc.).
 
With your external hand hold the top of the 
toe in an upright position.
 
Move both joints of the toe forward and 
backward, making a wavy movement. It is 
also possible to hold the upper joint and 
move only the top part of the toe.

L1

Focuses on the shoulders, neck and head.

Moving the toes 

Hold the joint as described in Moving the big 
toe. Toes 2-5 have an additional joint, which 
you can hold separately and move. 
 
For toes 2-3: your internal hand holds the 
joints and your external hand moves the toe.
 
For toes 4-5: your external hand holds the 
joints and your internal hand moves the toe.

Move each toe separately, in any direction, 
and also move a few toes at the same time, 
one against the other, back and forth, and 
crisscrossing them. 

Do not hold the lower joint of the toes, when 
moving a few toes at the same time.

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-1/#1626
http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-1/#1750


 

 

 Hold the heel with your internal hand (right foot, right hand, etc.). 

 Your other hand holds the foot on the border between the toes and the  
 ball of the foot.

 Place your index finger at the base of the toes on top of the foot, with   
 your other fingers touching each other. 

 Place your thumb on the ball of the foot, just below the lowest joint of   
 the toes. 

 While the person exhales, bend the lower joints of the toes forward toward  
 you. 

 While the person inhales, release the joints and let the toes go back to    
          their original position. 

 
 Place both your hands at the base of the toes on the top of each foot.

 Place your thumbs on the ball of each foot. 

 Bend the lower joints of the toes and release them as the person breathes.

 Try not to move the rest of the foot.

forms of touch  
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Focuses on the upper body – upper back, chest, neck and shoulders 
and breathing. 

Following breathing with the toes

HOW-TO
7 forms of touchL1

Can also be performed with both feet together:

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-1/#1889
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(Video 24:30)

Focuses the body’s attention on the point in a passive way and affects 
the corresponding area in the body. Excellent preparation for Working 
on a point.

Locking on a point

  Press on a point with constant pressure, 
  using your thumb or other fingers. 

•   Support the foot from the opposite side. 

  The joints of your thumb or fingers should  
  be slightly bent to protect your hand.

  It can be done anywhere on the feet.

Working on a point  
Focuses the body’s attention on that point and stimulates the area 
through changing and moving pressure. Provokes more active 
attention from the body.

HOW-TO
7 forms of touchL1

Move your thumb or other fingers on the 
point with constant pressure. 

Make a circular motion in either direction 
while maintaining the same depth. 

While working on a point, your touch never 
leaves the foot. 

Support the foot from the other side, to 
give a counter-pressure.
 

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-1/#2046
http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-1/#2253


Moving the big toe – holding the toe at the lower joint

a. Move the big toe backward and forward toward your client’s body. 

b. Slowly, do the form of touch as it was taught, while taking it to the
    limits you found. 

c. Change speeds and sizes of the movement to feel all the possibilities 
    in moving the big toe. 

Moving the toes

a. Take the little toe backward and forward, until you find the limit.

b. Make circular movements with the little toe, in the same slow, 
    controlled way. 

c. Do steps a-b with all toes (except the big toe).

d. Move one toe against the other (toe 5 and 4, toe 4 and 3, toe 3 and 2). 
    Find the limits of the movement.

e. Change speeds and sizes of the movements to feel all the possibilities 
    in moving the toes.

 

forms of touch  
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TRAINING
How far can you go?L1

Goals

Basic requirements

Instructions

  Train in moving a foot to its natural limit in such a way that the body        
  receives what it needs to rebalance itself.

  Put aside any concerns about causing too much pain or discomfort,      
  while ensuring your touch is effective.

  a client or practice partner

  General guidelines for forms of touch (p. 13-14)
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TRAINING
How far can you go?L1

      a. Hold the ankle as shown in the video, pull the foot toward and away  
          from you slowly and gently. 

      b. Move the foot at the ankle, clockwise and counter clockwise. Begin 
  with small circles and increase the range of motion if the foot allows.     

      c. Change speeds and sizes of the movements to feel all the possibilities  
          in moving the ankle.

Moving the ankle



forms of touch  
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TRAINING
How deep can you go?L1

Goals

Basic requirements

Instructions

  Train in using the most effective amount of pressure and depth for each     
  client, when locking and working on a point.

  Put aside any concerns about causing too much pain or discomfort,       
  while ensuring your touch is effective.

  a client or practice partner

  General guidelines for forms of touch (p. 13-14)

Locking and Working on a point

a. Start with a point that is visually imbalanced in the arch of the foot.   

b. Lock on the point with your thumb/finger – maintain the same                 
    pressure without moving for about 30 seconds. If the point is a bit
    sensitive, you can ask your client after the 30 seconds, if it’s still                  
    sensitive.

c. Stay on the same point and start moving on it. Maintain the pressure   
    you used when locking on a point. If the point then becomes too          
    sensitive, reduce the pressure a little and continue working, and                     
    then try to increase it again and see if the sensitivity has changed. 

d. Do steps a-c on the toes, on the ball of the foot, on the heel, on the       
    sides of the foot, and on the top of the foot.

e. Notice the difference in applying pressure to different parts of the foot.  
     

Reduce pressure if your client reacts to pain (contracts, pulls his leg away 
or exclaims with pain), and start moving on the point when the client is 
relaxed. 
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TRAINING
Practicing the forms of touch L1

Goals

Basic requirements

Time

   Practice this lesson’s forms of touch and give your client a taste of what    
   is possible with footwork.

   Use what you learn in Optimizing results while doing the training.

  a client or practice partner

  How-to: Forms of touch (p. 15-18)

          7 forms of touch, and a mobile device to watch it on while you    

  train (optional)

Instructions

32 minutes

Practice the seven forms of touch

   Both feet: 

   Holding both legs together at the ankles for 2 minutes.

   Left foot:

   a. Move the ankle for 2 minutes, gradually increase the speed.                      

   b. Move the big toe for 2 minutes, gradually increase the speed.

   c. Move the toes for 2 minutes, gradually increase the speed.  

   d. Locking on points: lock on 4 points, for 1 minute each (you can   
       choose to lock on points in areas that show an imbalance).

   e. Working on points: work on the same 4 points for 1 minute each   
       (you can try to work on 2 points at the same time).

   Right foot: 

   Repeat steps a-e.

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-1/#1421


forms of touch  
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TRAINING
Practicing the forms of touch L1

    

 

   Both feet together: 

   Following breathing with the toes: ask your client to breathe 
   continuously and deeply and follow his breathing for 2 minutes.

Another option for practice:

Add 8 more points (in both feet) that you lock and work on, in the areas     
that you saw are imbalanced in the feet and which correlate with the 
client’s story. Work on 2 points together for 2 minutes, which will add 8     
minutes to your practice session.

If your client’s or training partner’s body starts to work, and it is a strange, 
new experience for him, assure him that everything is OK, he can relax, let 
his body do what it wants and enjoy the experience.



Optimizing Results
Practical tips and exercises to obtain long-lasting results from your sessions
 

Paying attention to how you arrange your workspace, 
position your client and focus your mind, body and 
breath, will raise the energy level of the session and 
enhance its effectiveness.

optimizing
results
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optimizing results

Silent space

     Choose a quiet space where your attention and your client’s will not be  
     distracted. 

Positioning yourself 

     Use a working chair which you can easily move around with your legs to  
     access different angles and positions in front of the feet.

     Adjust the height of the chair and/or table so that the client’s feet are at  
     chest level when you are seated. 

Using your fingers 

     Bend your fingers at the joints when applying pressure, to prevent harming
     your fingers. 

     Use the grab motion of your hands and fingers and change angles to work
     without excess effort.

Your attention 

     Your body should be at its best when applying the technique. Give your  
     full attention; concentrate completely on your client’s body. 

Positioning the client 

     Position your client on the table in a way that allows him to breathe, 
     relax and let his body work efficiently. 

     Ideally, your client’s feet should be about 4-6 inches (10-15 cm) from the  
     edge of the table.



Note: There are many finger strengthening exercises, and the one we show is 
just one possibility.

You can use a ball to press against to strengthen your fingers, or practice the 
forms of touch often, and gradually increase the amount of time you do each 
one in order to strengthen your fingers.
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TRAINING
Optimizing resultsL1

Instructions

Goals

  to strengthen arms, hands and fingers

  to coordinate movement and breathing 

  to keep your chest open and breathe while you look forward, in the same       

  posture you would use while doing Footwork              

  

Follow what you see Avi doing. 

Make sure you bend the top joints of your fingers and press the tips 
against each other.

Inhale as your hands rotate away from you; exhale as your hands rotate 
towards you.

Exercise: Finger strengthening 

If you haven’t worked with feet before you will find your arms, hands and 
especially your fingers may be weak. This is specialized work and your hands 
and fingers will need to become stronger to feel well while working.



Since the Footwork technique is based on the concept of teaching, and the 
client’s involvement is essential to the results, it is recommended that you 
inform your clients about some aspects of the technique and sessions 
beforehand. Here is a summary of the main aspects of the Footwork 
technique, which you can present to your clients.

    The Footwork technique aims to teach you to improve your well-being. While        
    I touch your feet, you will learn body attention through breathing, relaxation      
    and silence. Your job is to follow my instructions, pay attention to your
    physical experience, relax more and more deeply and let your body do what 
    it wants.

    You will lie face-up on the table while I work on your feet. If it is painful, just     
    let me know, and I will reduce the pressure. If the pain is not too strong and 
    you can agree to it without reacting and relax even more, it will transform                 
    into another experience. 

    During the session, your body may start to move, shake or shiver. You may 
    experience flows and other sensations. This means the technique is 
    provoking your body to work, which is what we want. Allow it to happen and        
    pay more attention as it does. Your body is learning to heal itself and is 
    regaining the energy it needs to rebalance itself. 

    Footwork aims to use your own abilities, powers and energy, so your body 
    an heal itself and recover. I do not add anything to you or take anything          
    away. I intend to give you the best conditions for your body to do its natural    
    work in a focused and effective manner. 

    The best way you can support your learning process is by following my 
    instructions and focusing on relaxing, breathing and becoming silent.
    Concentrate on the immediate experience and be fully interested and 
    involved in what your body goes through. 

    A Footwork session teaches very deep relaxation (a kind of body meditation)     
    and creates deep peace as a physical experience. 

    During the session I will observe your feet to discover where your body is 
    unwell and choose where to work and which forms of touch to use. I will also
    ask you some questions to learn more about how you feel physically and                
    what you would like to improve. We can then choose two conditions to focus      
    on, either in a single session or a learning process, which is a set of sessions. 

    The results depend on several factors: your ability to concentrate and follow 
    instructions; your initial level of body attention; the severity, intensity and 
    duration of your condition; and your overall strength, energy and health. 
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Introducing the Footwork technique to your clients



    Results cannot be promised or guaranteed, but past experience with 
    FootworK indicates that about 80% of the people who come with chronic 
    conditions manage to improve considerably. 

    At the end of the session, you will have about 5-10 minutes to rest, so your     
    body can integrate the experience and you can get up refreshed.
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